**TRADE-A-TEXTBOOK**
Introduce a used textbook donation/rental service

**DEPARTMENT DEVELOPMENT**
Advocate for African-American studies to have departmental status

**STAND TOGETHER**
Fight for the Clean Dream Act

**MEETING-U**
Online office hours for student body executives

**TALK ABOUT IT**
Bimonthly SG meeting with city officials and police

**MORE THAN A DEGREE**
Partner with the DSO to create more robust sexual assault education

**WAYS TO GET THAT A**
Expand free tutoring services

**NIGHTLIFE GATORS**
Advocate for the extension of nightlife hours through soft-closing

**AFFORDABLE AID**
Work to expand mental health resources without increasing fees

**SPEAK UP SAFELY**
Develop an easily accessible system to report sexual assault

**MUCH NEEDED RECOGNITION**
Expand SG programming to honor Gator ROTC and Veteran Students

**MONEY MOVES**
Launch a financial literacy program with the Student Financial Affairs Office

**ALL STUDY, NO CHILL**
Subsidize Uber Eats during exams

**2-PLY NO LIE**
2-ply toilet paper across campus facilities

**BREAK A SWEAT**
SW Rec and Student Rec live capacity updates

**SQUAD UP**
Revitalize SG Diversity and Programming Committee

**GRADUATE ON A DIME**
Develop a scholarship program for graduation caps and gowns

**SUNNY DAYS**
Lobby for Bright Futures funding for IA Students

**GATOR TANK**
Implement grant program for innovative student driven projects

**PRINT ALL ABOUT IT**
Expand free printing across campus and residence halls

**GAME DAY IN THE SWAMP**
Lobby for the expansion of open container on gamedays

**NOM NOM NOM**
Increase Halal and Kosher food options on campus

---

**LET’S MAKE AN IMPACT ACROSS CAMPUS**
OUR FUTURE. CHALLENGE OUR FUTURE. OUR TERMS.

LET’S BE ABOUT IT
- Offer Student Legal Services for Undocumented Students
- Create a Living Learning Community for LGBTQ+ students
- Launch a Minority Recruitment Program
- Increase Accessible Parking for the DRC

KEYS TO SUCCESS
- Subsidize Off-Campus Tutoring Services
- Implement a Waitlist System for Full Classes
- Lobby for Fee Waivers for Graduate Students

GATOR-AID
- Pilot Virtual Medical Services for After-Hour Care
- Revitalize the Intentional Peer Support Program Through the CWC
- Pilot a Secure Online Sexual Assault Reporting Program [Callisto]
- Broaden Accessibility to Menstrual Hygiene Products Across Campus

LIVE YOUR BEST LIFE
- Expand Free Printing to Libraries
- Lobby to Extend Nightlife Hours 1 hour After Last Call [soft-closing]
- Implement Online Voting Similar to All Other SEC Schools

WATER YOU WAITING FOR
- Promote the Use of Reusable Water Bottles Through On-Campus Discounts
- Advocate for More Vegan and Vegetarian Options

VOTE FOR THE CHALLENGE PARTY ON FEBRUARY 20TH & 21ST FOR MORE INFO VISIT: FB.COM/CHALLENGEUF

ARE YOU UP FOR THE CHALLENGE?
I Want to Get More Graduate Students Involved

I am a 4th year Ph.D. Candidate studying Electrical and Computer Engineering. I have served as a leader in numerous organizations and won the College of Engineering Attributes of a Gator Engineer for Leadership, which is awarded to one graduate student out of the entire college. I have an extensive background in leading organizations and, most importantly, getting things done.

I want to serve on Student Government, and to represent you, for the vital reason that I want more graduate students to be involved on campus. I want to address why graduate students are hard to reach and how to get them motivated to be involved to grow our numbers even more and continue making UF Great. Since I have been here for almost 4 full years now, I believe I know how to do this and will do a great job at addressing it because I genuinely care and have zero self-gain in this position, other than to keep helping UF improve. As a leader on campus, I know how hard it is to get volunteers and get students involved, but graduate students are significantly harder to reach and motivate. Getting graduate students involved will increase our volunteers and therefore increase what goals we can achieve to be better and greater than before.

Current leadership roles: EGSC Chair, Tau Beta Pi President, Alpha Phi Advisor

Some past leadership roles: ECE GSO President, EGSC Vice Chair & Secretary, Tau Beta Pi VP of Education Outreach.
INSPIRE PARTY'S PLATFORM

Replace hateful legacies on campus with tributes to civil rights and social justice

Make online voting a reality so every student’s voice can shape Student Government

Open an Undocumented Students Resource Center to respond to and provide for undocumented students’ specific needs

Strive to provide free menstrual hygiene products in all bathrooms and $10 Plan B pills in vending machines for around-the-clock access on campus

Secure an on-campus farmer’s market; integrate meal plan capability with Tapingo-equipped dining locations; extend dining hours at the Student Union food court

Create programs and opportunities to aid students from nontraditional campus experiences (such as transfer and international students) in their transitions

Commit to the provision of a real 24/7 library and allow students to choose which library they prefer to have open 24/7; install and repair library outlets

Allow unused free prints to roll over from semester to semester and allow free printing from libraries

Create more designated dance spaces and dance storage spaces

Advocate for a readily accessible stockpile of free rape kits and hire trained on-call professionals to use them; implement the sexual assault reporting program Callisto

Conduct a study to identify and address ADA compliance issues; create an online form for students with disabilities to place accommodation requests

Expand options for students to access mental health resources on campus and remotely; implement training for faculty/staff to recognize survivors of mental illness, sexual assault, domestic violence, etc.

Work to introduce a gender-inclusive residence hall community

Advocate for UF to join the University Climate Change Coalition and Support the Office of Sustainability’s plan to be carbon-neutral by 2025

Advocate for more student parking on campus

Advocate for graduate students to be able to opt out of paying fees for programs which they may not benefit from

Investigate creating cultural centers for Middle Eastern/North African and Asian students; create a Middle Eastern/North African space in MCDA

End unfair labor practices on campus